of an effective

online fundraising program
R E S O UR CE GUI D E S

BUILDING AN EFFECTIVE ONLINE
FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
If you’re interested in putting together an online fundraising plan for your
nonprofit (or improving your existing one), then you need to make sure you
have the right tools. This e-book goes over the building blocks you will
need to establish an effective online fundraising presence. It also dives into
some best practices for how to use those tools and it will help you develop
a fundraising roadmap tailored to your own organization. By understanding
the different options at your disposal, you can craft a plan that mixes longterm sustainable fundraising with more short-lived campaigns and appeals.
The result will be a balanced online fundraising program capable of
generating revenue for you organization throughout the entire year.
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ONLINE DONATION FORMS
The starting point for any effective online fundraising program is having a solid donation form
for your website. If you can’t accept donations through your website yet, then you are really
missing the bare essentials. One of the big reasons for having a website is to allow people to
express their support by giving to you without having to mail anything. The bottom line is that
you need to have a donation form for your website.
That being said, not all donation forms are created equal. Lots of nonprofits have generic
donation forms from online service providers like PayPal and others. These forms are fine in
the functional sense (they do allow you to start accepting donations), but they miss the mark
when it comes to design. People don’t like it when they leave your website navigation and hit
a checkout page that carries none of your branding or other visual reinforcements that they
are in the right place.
In fact, according to Network for Good’s Online Giving Report, donations made through
branded checkout pages receive 38% larger average gifts than generic donation pages do.
Branded donation pages also correlate with higher likelihood of repeat gifts. People who give
through branded donation forms are 66% more likely to make a second gift than people
who give through a generic donation form.1
You also want to avoid donation forms that involve multiple pages and steps (whether they’re
branded or not). The more steps you introduce, the fewer people you’ll get to actually
complete the process and make a contribution. When it comes to your donation form,
simplicity and branding are essentials
• Eliminate extraneous links that could take someone out of the checkout process.
• Match the branding of your website to keep donors from becoming disoriented
and leaving.
• Customize your default giving options to your desired levels.
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ONLINE DONATION FORMS,
BEYOND THE BASICS
It’s easy to think that once you’ve slapped a donation page on your website that you’re all
done with donation forms. It’s easy to think that, but it’s a mistake. Donation forms have a
wide variety of uses and creating customized pages for different situations can really help you
increase returns from your fundraising efforts. Special appeals provide a perfect example of
this.
Throughout the year, you will probably have a variety of donation appeals that get sent out
via email. Sometimes these are just pre-planned email appeals (like end of the year email
campaigns). Other times these are purely situational appeals (like an ask for donations that
goes out after a hurricane). Or they might be appeals included in your regular newsletter
(like an appeal to join a monthly giving program). Regardless of the circumstances, however,
each of these different appeals should have a corresponding donation form that matches the
text and design of the email that leads into the form. By matching your donation form to the
context of the ask, you’ll create a seamless flow from the ask to the act of giving. This helps
minimize drop off and maximize conversions. Let’s take a look at an example:

SPECIAL APPEAL
• Each special appeal will have it’s own unique branding and messaging.
• This special Holiday appeal focuses on an endangered species and the
opportunity to “Save a Life.”
• Images and text are used to communicate the need and elicit an emotional
response from prospective donors.
• When people click through to make a gift it’s generally because the appeal was
able to reach them on an emotional level.
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DONATION FORM
• The title text directly reinforces the initial call to action.
• The look and feel of the design is retained on the checkout page.
• A seamless flow helps preserve the original emotional motivation for clicking to
donate.

Special Appeal

Donation Form

In our example, the design and text of the landing page reinforce the message that moved
people to click through the email in the first place. The email spoke about giving a gift to
“save a life,” and the donation page directly backed up that message.
The point is to minimize the disruption of the potential donor’s motivation. You don’t want to
jar them away from the reason why they clicked through the email to give. By matching your
donation page to the underlying appeal you can reinforce the emotional motivation for giving
and create a seamless aesthetic flow that ensures minimal drop off.
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ONLINE DONATION FORMS, MONTHLY
GIVING PROGRAMS
It’s incredibly important that your donation form have the capability of processing monthly
gifts. A monthly giving program is probably the most important long-term fundraising strategy
you can adopt. By investing in developing a recurring giving program, you can put your
organization on a path to building a steady stream of donations that comes in each and every
month.
Most successful monthly giving programs have a distinct name and branding. This helps
convey to prospective donors that they will be joining a special sub-group of the organization.
To reinforce this sense of exclusivity, it often makes sense to create a separate checkout
page for your monthly donors that highlights the branding you have established for your
monthly giving program.
When the call to action is explicitly to give monthly, it also makes sense to have the form
default to monthly giving. Remember, the fewer steps you leave up to the donor, the lower the
drop off rate will be.

• Recurring donors give more than twice as much as one-time givers on an annual
basis.2
• Donors can spread out the financial impact of giving larger amounts.
• Predictable revenue can help with long-range decision-making and cash flow.
• Unique branding and defaulting gifts to recurring helps improve conversions.
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PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING

Peer-to-peer fundraising has rapidly become one of the most popular forms of online
fundraising for nonprofits. The reasons why are pretty simple. When your supporters ask their
own personal contacts for donations, those prospective donors become much more likely
to give. Think about it. Would you be more likely to give if you were asked directly by an
organization you had no history with or if a friend or family member asked you? This peerreferral effect helps make p2p incredibly effective for raising money.
Importantly, however, it also makes p2p very
useful for donor acquisition. Any successful
individual giving program will need to have

Peer-to-peer fundraising: Your

mechanisms in place for bringing new donors

individual supporters create

into the fold as old ones drop off. Peer-to-peer

personal fundraising pages and

is great for bringing in new donors. Consider

then reach out to family and friends

this-- the average active fundraiser (one

to ask for donations on behalf of

that raises at least $1) will raise $568 from 7

your nonprofit.

donors. Of those 7 donors an average of 4 of
them will be new to your organization.3
Bottom line: peer-to-peer fundraising deserves a prominent place in your yearly fundraising
plan both to help raise money and to help build new support for your organization.
Now let’s take a closer look at the two main uses of peer-to-peer….
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PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING, INDIVIDUAL
CAMPAIGNS
Most organizations that use peer-to-peer fundraising conduct a handful of short campaigns
throughout the year. Generally these campaigns take one of two forms. Either they are tied to
a real world event, like a race or a walk, or they are conducted entirely online. The average
length of one of these peer-to-peer campaigns is generally in the 6 to 8 week range.
Every organization should have at least one or two peer-to-peer campaigns throughout the
year. These fundraisers are great for bringing in donations and new supporters alike.
Keep in mind, that when you
conduct a peer-to-peer campaign
you should have a plan for following
up with the new supporters you
bring in. Lot’s of organizations miss
this point and fail to fully leverage
the donor acquisition benefits that
peer-to-peer can bring. Make sure
that you have a great thank you
strategy for your new donors. This
will help you keep more these
new donors and set up future
opportunities for you to engage
them with your mission.
Jeans for Justice is a San Diego
based nonprofit that works to end
sexual violence through education
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and personal empowerment. From an early stage, J4J leveraged peer-to-peer as a unique
way to engage supporters and raise funds for their cause. One of their signature fundraisers,
“Justice in Motion,” is a two month training and fundraising experience that culminates in
participants running a half marathon.
Justice in Motion Season 3
• 81 fundraising pages were created, 48 of those pages were actively used.
• With only 48 fundraisers, 720 total donors were reached (15 donors per
fundraiser).
• The organization was able to raise $61,809, or $1,195 per active fundraiser.
• The total raised represented 200% year-over-year growth for this event.
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PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING, YEAR-ROUND
FUNDRAISING
When you’re trying to construct a balanced online fundraising program, it’s important to have
a mixture of standalone campaigns and more permanent fundraising options that will bring
money in on a continuous basis. A monthly giving program is a great option for creating a
predictable stream of revenue throughout the year. Another great option is creating a yearround p2p program.
Over the past few years, peer-to-peer fundraising has really evolved into something more
than just a method for conducting one-off campaigns or increasing event revenue. Forwardthinking nonprofits are increasingly making peer-to-peer a central part of their year-round
fundraising plans. And instead of just getting supporters to create fundraising pages as part of
the campaigns they create, they are inviting supporters to fundraise around the events in their
own lives.
Supporters are using their birthdays, athletic events, weddings, and other life events to
fundraise for the causes they care about. By doing so, they are able to personalize the
process of supporting their favored nonprofits, a more rewarding experience than just making
a donation. This approach has proven especially effective with younger supporters who might
not have the resources to cut a large check, but who are more than willing to get involved by
fundraising.
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• Empowering supporters to fundraise around events in their own lives makes the
fundraising process much more personal.
• Birthdays, weddings, and other life events will be distributed throughout the year,
meaning you’ll always have an audience of fundraisers.
• 71% of millennials (those born in 1981 or after) have fundraised for a nonprofit
organization.4
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EVENT TICKETING AND REGISTRATION
There really is no substitute for face-to-face interaction. Your special events give supporters
the chance to interact with your organization directly by connecting with staff and other
supporters. If they are done well, events help create a sense of community that can buoy your
other fundraising initiatives throughout the year.
Although your events (by definition) take place offline, they are still an important component
of your overall online fundraising strategy. When you’re mapping out your online fundraising
activities, you need to keep you real-world events in mind so you don’t overlap online
fundraisers with events (and burn out donors).
Your ticket sales and attendee management can also be improved by using online tools.
Beyond the convenience factor of being able to buy tickets online, and the efficiency factor
of having a list of your attendees automatically compiled for you, there are some marketing
benefits to online ticket sales. When your supporters can share your ticketing page, and their
ticket purchases, online through Facebook and Twitter, you can get some nice viral spread to
help support your other marketing activities.
• When you sell tickets or
registrations online it’s easier to
keep track of your attendees.
• Online purchases also allow your
supporters to spread the message
virally through their own social
media accounts.
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EVENT TICKETING AND REGISTRATION,
SUPPORTER-HOSTED EVENTS
We’ve mentioned before that it’s important to adopt some fundraising activities that can
generate revenue for you all year round. A monthly donation program and a year-round peerto-peer presence both fit into this category. Another option to add to the list is developing a
supporter hosted event program.
A supporter-hosted event program is pretty much what it sounds like. You get your supporters
to host their own independent events (like dinner parties, concerts, or runs) so they can raise
money for your nonprofit. The tricky part isn’t the concept, however, it’s the implementation.
It can be unwieldy managing different event requests and deciding which supporters can
be trusted to throw an event that leverages your brand. With an automated solution, you
can remove a lot of these administrative barriers and streamline the process. A supporterhosted event tool can help you catalog event requests, review each one for approval, and
automatically collect all money from ticket sales. For lots of organizations, creating a program
like this is a great adjunct to a year round p2p program. It’s another method of creating
revenue throughout the year from your online fundraising presence.

• A supporter-hosted event solution allows
your supporters to sell tickets online.
• You review all applications for events,
communicate with the supporter, and
either approve or disapprove the event.
• Ticket proceeds are automatically sent to
your nonprofit.
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Developing a
Balanced Online
Fundraising
Program
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A BALANCED APPROACH
Creating a sustainable online fundraising program is all about choosing the right mixture of
fundraising activities, timing them correctly, and implementing them effectively.
It’s important to develop a few anchors for your online fundraising program. These are the
fundraising activities that are capable of driving donations all year round. You will need to
invest time and energy into establishing them, but once they’re up and running they’ll be like
an engine that constantly pushes you forward.

WEBSITE
DONATION FORM

MONTHLY GIVING
PROGRAM

YEAR ROUND
PEER-2-PEER

SUPPORTER
HOSTED-EVENTS

It all starts here. Without a

This is a great next step

Easy to setup and get

Can take a little longer

proper donation form on

for smaller organizations

started, year round p2p

to really establish

your website, you won’t

or new organizations that

is another great option

and get going. Larger

have much of an online

are looking to build up

for any organization.

organizations generally

fundraising program to

some predictable monthly

It’s especially good

have the type of

speak of!

revenue.

for engaging younger

grassroots support to build

supporters.

these programs to scale.

Once you pick off a couple of your primary fundraising activities you’ll want to layer in your
more time-limited fundraisers.
EVENTS

PEER-TO-PEER CAMPAIGNS

SPECIAL APPEALS

You need to have at least a couple

Your typical 6-8 week p2p campaigns

Your special appeals and email

events so you can interact directly

are incredibly effective for raising

marketing will be driven by

with supporters and create a sense of

money and building up a new base of

circumstances. End of the year

community.

donors to interact with.

campaigns, sudden programmatic
needs, etc.
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SAMPLE YEARLY CALENDAR
Launch monthly giving
program through newsletter

JANUARY

5K run for Hope,
use end of event to cross
promote launch of yearround p2p

APRIL

Get to know the staff
barbeque,
Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

J U LY

Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

OCTOBER

Monthly Giving

Peer-to-Peer starts for
5K for Hope

FEBRUARY

Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

MARCH

Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p,
Special Appeal with
matching grant

M AY

Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

JUNE

Annual Gala,
Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

AUGUST

Core Supporter Holiday
Peer-to-Peer Campaign,
Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

SEPTEMBER

Holiday Appeal to Full
List pushing for monthly
donations,
Monthly Giving,
Year-Round p2p

NOVEMBER
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MAPPING OUT YOUR FUNDRAISING PLAN

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

M AY

JUNE

J U LY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
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Endnotes
1.

The Online Giving Study, www.onlinegivingstudy.org, p. 9, by Network for Good, True
Sense Marketing, and sponsored by AOL.

2. 2009 DonorCentrics U.S. Recurring Giving Benchmarking Analysis, www.blackbaud.com/
files/resources/downloads/Research_RecurringGivingSummary_March2010.pdf, p. 8, by
Target Analytics a Blackbaud Company.
3. Source: 2012 statistics for active fundraising pages on www.classy.org
4. 2012 Millennial Impact Report, http://themillennialimpact.com/wp-content/
uploads/2012/06/TheMillennialImpactReport2012.pdf, p. 27, by Achieve and Johnson,
Grossnickle and Associates.
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